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And the people who came to China by sea from Europe came to refer1 to it as a

'-f I land of Sin, or land of Chin, and from that the rd China has been derived, that
our

most scholars feijeve that the fact that % Western world refers to % China

by a na me that is not used by the Chinese themselves as the land of China which

it is traceable back to where simply the land of Chin before the -na was put on,
in western, in the

believe that that is derived from Sin. This area,/the extreme western
n

China which conquered this about 200 LO. Well, now, you have then whe this name
IN

came to be applied to China, _______ it is used in the est,about 200 B.C., how
have it

could Isaiah //used/abot 700 B.C. to refer to China. And there a professor

of Chinese who studied in the University of Pennsylvania I heard some ;ears ago

at the discussion of his seminar make a statement that in the time of Isaiah
S

the caravan/of China from the West overland iuld first come into this region of

Sin. And it is very natural to name the whole region by the first part of it

to which come. Just like the Romans who a had a province of Asia., what
would

we would say, Laia Minor. The Romans call that Asia, and when they/cross over the

they first originally came there, they called the place Asia, the
tha#naxne

province of Asia, and then eventually j% came to be applied, to the whole/

continent 6 many thousands of miles beyond. And until this day we

call the whole continent by the name of the province that was nearer. Now the
the

sainething today tha%/rench refers to Germany as Allenagne, zt and that means

from one of the hundreds of German tribes, one that happened to be right next to

the border of France, and they refer to this trite as the people over that

region 4%$/ way from it, and then they came to extend %t. the term to apply

to the whole area. And so, it would not 1e at all unnatural for Isaiah £$'/,

in Isaiah's time for the usage to be to refer to the first section of China

which you come to, arid use that to refer to the whole area. Now that we can't

prove to be the case, but we do know that the name China which is .most1t
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